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Operation-based Reliability Assessment of
Shore-to-Ship Charging Systems Including

On-Shore Batteries
Siamak Karimi, Mehdi Zadeh, and Jon Are Suul

Abstract—In this paper, an operation-based reliability as-
sessment framework is proposed for Shore-to-Ship Charging
(S2SC) systems including On-Shore Batteries (OSB). The OSB
is considered to support the grid under fast charging loads.
By the proposed approach, the impact of operational planning
on reliability is identified. The main operational parameters
considered in the reliability analysis include the charging load
power and the charging- and discharging scheduling of the OSB.
A hierarchical reliability framework is established where the
failure rates of the components are estimated based on the FIDES
methodology for physics-of-failure-based reliability prediction.
Then, a dynamic failure threshold is introduced to translate
the component failure consequences to the system performance
into three states – failed, normal, and de-rated operation. Hence,
the failure threshold is obtained for a specific set of operational
and system design parameters. Additionally, to benchmark the
characteristics of the SoC profiles of the OSB, an operation-based
battery lifetime analysis is conducted. The evaluation of system-
level reliability and on-shore battery lifetime is carried out for
a 4MW dc S2SC system with a specified range of operation
parameters. The results show that batteries and the IGBTs
in the power electronics converters are the most reliability-
critical elements. Moreover, it is apparent from the results that
adjustments to the OSB power profile planning can potentially
improve the reliability of the system for specific system sizing.
It is also found that the OSB lifetime can be extended up to 2.5
times by increasing the capacity by 50 % and keeping the SoC
close to around 50%.

Index Terms—marine electrification, shipboard power systems,
battery-electric ship, shore-to-ship charging, reliability assess-
ment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shore-to-Ship Charging (S2SC) contributes to reducing the
emissions from sea transportation by enabling the use of
onboard batteries for supporting or replacing fossil-fuel-based
engines [1], [2]. With the availability of sustainable energies,
i.e., hydropower, solar, and wind energy, from the onshore
grid, the plug-in battery-electric marine vessels can operate
in low- or zero-emission mode, thanks to the S2SC systems
[3]. Currently, Approximately 50% of all the marine vessels
in operation or in order with onboard batteries need S2SC
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infrastructure [4]. The dominant vessel types among these
ships are the car/passenger ferries. Such short-distance vessels
operate on a tight schedule for commuting passengers and cars.
Therefore, the On-Board Batteries (OBB) installed in such
vessels are recharged between the transits within a critical
time window by high-power charging, and during the night
by relatively low-power charging [3]. An S2SC system has
a Grid Interface (GI) as the main source of the charging
power. Moreover, On-Shore Batteries (OSB) can be installed
to support the grid for providing fast charging loads [5].

Since a plug-in battery-electric ship is vitally dependent on
its S2SC system, failures in the S2SC system can adversely
affect the vessel operation. As a result, the ship operator
may be charged with costly penalties from the transportation
authorities in case of delays or cancellations [6]. Frequent
interruptions of the regular schedules can also damage the
reputation of route-based passenger/car ferry transportation if
passengers are dissatisfied. [7]. Furthermore, the capital cost of
S2SC infrastructures is relatively high. Therefore, S2SC fail-
ures invoking unplanned maintenance efforts or replacements
can reduce long-term revenues.

An S2SC system is dominantly made up of reliability-
critical components, including power electronics converters
and batteries [5]. Therefore, the reliability of S2SC should be
modeled and considered for design and operation in addition
to the other influencing factors, including cost and energy
efficiency. Integrating reliability estimation in system config-
uration design routines of S2SC can decrease the chances
of system failures in advance if the choice of the system
elements and configurations are decided based on their impact
on the estimated probability for failures [8]. As measures to
achieve higher reliability, calculation of optimal redundancy,
over-sizing, and modifications of the system topology have
been suggested by various research studies [9], [10]. However,
most of these measures include adding extra components and
redundant units which increases the already high investment
costs. Another approach can be to incorporate considerations
on reliability into the operational planning for providing power
references and battery scheduling of the S2SC system. By
doing so, the system reliability can be enhanced without
adding extra components or introducing changes in the system
configuration.

To model the reliability of S2SC systems, various methods,
including, the reliability block diagram and Markov chain
analysis, can be employed by applying the historical-data-
based failure rates of the parts and components [11]. The
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reliability of a power system is usually quantified by general
metrics such as the mean time to the failure, Loss of Load
Expectation (LOLE), or System Average Interruption Duration
Index (SAIDI) [12]. As discussed in [7], such reliability in-
dices can be redefined To better capture the specific behaviors
of an S2SC system. Suitable indicators can, for instance, be
associated with the probability of accomplishing the charging
missions such that the vessel can operate with its OBB
recharged according to the schedule [13].

Previous studies have extensively investigated the failure
modeling of power electronic devices, in particular, semi-
conductor devices and capacitors, to be used for estimating
the reliability of power electronic converters [14]. The latest
advancements in semiconductor technologies, converters, as
well as converter design, require accurate aging and lifetime
prediction [15]. However, due to the complexity and lack of
available data regarding such experimental models, reliability
handbooks, such as MIL-HDBK-217F, RDF2000, GJB200,
217Plus, and FIDES, are still being widely used, especially
for the reliability analysis of systems with multiple power
converters [16], [17].

Conventionally, to estimate the constant failure rates of
power electronics elements, the data provided in MIL-HDBK-
217F is commonly used [7]. Despite the popularity of this
approach in various applications, it is not possible to capture
the actual operating conditions of the elements, i.e., thermal
cycling and the corresponding failure mechanisms [18]. How-
ever, the FIDES approach, as one of the most recent reliability
handbooks for electrical components, takes into account the
physics-of-failure for estimating the failure rates [19]. Addi-
tionally, in the FIDES method, the electrical, mechanical, and
thermal over-stress factors are considered to predict failure
rates in a more accurate way [17], [19]. Battery lifetime is
strongly influenced by the thermal environment, the SoC, as
well as the power profile of the battery [20]. Nonetheless,
the battery failure rate model in the FIDES handbook is not
able to fully capture the impact of the SoC profile on battery
reliability. To address this, as a complementary approach to
the reliability models, the lifetime model of the batteries can
be taken into account to benchmark the SoC profiles [16].

Regarding the system-level reliability assessments of power-
electronics-based systems under operation, there have been
numerous publications that can be inspiring for the study
of S2SC systems [18], [21]–[24]. The authors in [21] and
[18] assess the reliability of a power-electronics-based system
by considering the mission profile. However, the impact of
operational planning on reliability was not investigated in
those papers. In [22], a reliability-based power-sharing strategy
for the converters in a dc microgrid is proposed. Moreover,
lifetime-based power control for converters in more-electric
aircraft is introduced in [23]. The authors in [24] proposed
four energy management strategies for a microgrid that can
improve reliability performances. The same procedures as in
[22] and [23] can be adapted for an S2SC system since it
can be considered a reliability-sensitive multi-converter system
with a mission profile.

Regarding reliability studies for S2SC systems, only a few
research papers can be found in the literature [7], [13], [25].

In [7], the reliability of dc and ac S2SC systems are assessed
by the Markov chain approach, and several application-specific
reliability indices are introduced. Moreover, based on the same
reliability indices, a design-based reliability framework for
S2SC systems is proposed in [13]. That work provided a
platform for reliable design and sizing of the S2SC systems
supported by OSB. However, the effect of operation planning
on the reliability of such systems has not been covered.

According to the aforementioned challenges and the latest
available literature, the following research gaps can be identi-
fied:

1) The reliability assessments carried out for S2SC systems
are mainly aimed at system design and comparison of
power system configurations. The impact of charging
planning on reliability, especially considering the power
and energy profile planning of OSB in an S2SC, has not
been thoroughly investigated yet.

2) The reliability data used in the previous works are based
on the worst-case operating points. Consequently, they
are not suitable for operational profile planning.

3) In the earlier S2SC reliability studies the failure thresh-
old is defined as the minimum power required for
keeping the SoC of OBB above the safety limit during
the day. Since the change of operational parameters
can affect the energy balance constraints in both OBB
and OSB, it is hard to use the reliability framework
designated for the physical design and system sizing
for operation planning. To perform an operation-based
reliability assessment, this threshold must be redefined.

A preliminary operation-based reliability evaluation for
S2SC systems was presented in [25] in which two scenarios
for the discharging and recharging planning of the OSB were
tested in terms of reliability and based on the dynamic failure
threshold. Further, the impact of the overnight charging of
OSB on reliability was studied. In this paper, the work from
[25] is extended to give a generalized operation guideline to
secure the reliability of the system under various operating
scenarios and mission profiles.The main contributions are
listed in the following.

1) An operation-based reliability assessment of S2SC sys-
tems based on the FIDES reliability models is de-
veloped. The reliability is obtained as a function of
selected operational parameters, particularly the OSB
power profile. This includes the load sharing between the
grid and the OSB, the OSB recharging power between
the vessel trips, and the OSB overnight charging power.
By this approach, more of the design space is swept
compared to the limited scenarios considered in [25].

2) To construct the operation-based reliability assessment,
a dynamic failure threshold approach is developed. This
approach translates the component failure occurrences
to the vessel’s operation consequences, considering the
OBB and OSB energy balances and their SoC safety
constraints.

3) The impact of the OSB energy profile planning, includ-
ing the Depth of Discharge (DoD) and the SoC cycle
range, on its battery lifetime is investigated. Accord-
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ingly, relevant suggestions to improve the lifetime by
adjusting the SoC profile of the OSB are given. Here,
an experimentally verified calendar and cycling aging
model for the Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC) Li-ion
battery cell is employed to investigate the effect of the
SoC profile of the marine batteries on their lifetime [26].

The developed models are applied for evaluating the system
reliability under operation while considering the power man-
agement parameters, assuming that the physical design and
sizing are already decided.

II. SHORE-TO-SHIP CHARGING SYSTEMS

This section describes the system configuration and oper-
ational analysis of the shore-to-ship charging system under
study.

A. System Configuration

An OSB-supported dc S2SC system for a battery-electric
ferry is chosen as the case study in this work. This system
is inspired by the real-case S2SC system developed for E-
ferry Ellen in Denmark [27]. The studied S2SC can supply
4MW and a simplified single-line diagram of the case study
is depicted in Fig. 1. In the reliability analysis, a particular
focus is given to onshore sub-systems such as GIs and OSBs.

Fig. 1. The S2SC system under study.

The schematic of the Voltage Source Converters (VSCi,j) in
the GI sub-system, the bidirectional Buck\Boost interleaved
converters (BBi,j) and the Battery Packs (BPi,j) in the OSB
sub-system are depicted in Fig. 2. In this figure, the reliability-
critical elements, i.e., IGBTs, diodes, capacitors, and battery
cells, are marked by red.

B. Operation Analysis

The operational profile of an S2SC system for a short-
distanced ferry is usually made up of two recharging sce-
narios: 1) the opportunity charging while the vessel is load-
ing\unloading and 2) the overnight charging. An example of

Fig. 2. The schematic of (a) the dc-ac converter (VSCi,j), (b) the bidirectional
dc-dc converter (BBi,j), and (c) the battery pack (BPi,j). The critical elements
for reliability analysis are colored red.

the operational profile is shown in Fig. 3. Assuming identical
transit intervals and charging breaks throughout the day, the
operating characteristics of the case study are listed in Table
I.

TABLE I
THE CASE STUDY CHARACTERISTIC

Parameter Value
Number of trips per day (n) 5

Averaged docking time (tdock) 25 min
Averaged sailing time between charging (ttransit) 2 h

Energy consumption in one trip (Etr) 1677 kWh
Battery SoC safety range (SoCmin – SoCmax) 15%-90%

In the following, according to the operational profile in Fig.
3, given the constant power during one charging period, the
operational analysis of the S2SC system is described. The
energy balance of OBBs in 24 hours can be obtained as
follows.

(n− 1)[(POSB,dis + PG)(tOBB,ch1)]

+ (POBB,ch2)(tOBB,ch2) = nEtr

(1)

in which POSB,dis and PG are the discharging power from
OSB and the drawn power from the grid for opportunity
charging. Further, POBB,ch2 is the overnight charging power
for OBB. The opportunity and overnight charging times are
denoted by tOBB,ch1 and tOBB,ch2. The following constraints
must be met:

0 ≤ tOBB,ch1 ≤ tdock (2)

0 ≤ tOBB,ch2 ≤ tnight (3)

where tdock and tnight are the docking time and overnight
layover time. The final SoC of the OBB at the end of the last
transit, SoCOBB,final, can be calculated as follows:
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Fig. 3. An example of S2SC operational profile for a short-distanced ferry
for 24 hours. From top to bottom, the diagrams depict the power and SoC
profile of OBB; the power and SoC profile of OSB; and the grid power. The
blue and red profiles are the power and the SoC, respectively.

SoCOBB,final = SoCOBB,initial +
1

COBB
[−nEtr

+ (n− 1)(POSB,dis + PG)(tOBB,ch1)]
(4)

in which COBB and SoCOBB,initial are the capacity of
OBB and its initial SoC as the ship starts operating. The
energy balance, the charging time constraints, and the final
SoC expression of the OSB can be determined by the same
procedure as explained for obtaining (1), (2), (3), and (4)
respectively. By so doing, equations (5), (6), (7), and (8) are
derived as follows.

(n− 1)[(POSB,dis)(tOBB,ch1)]

= (n− 1)(POSB,ch1)(tOSB,ch1)

+ (POSB,ch2)(tOSB,ch2)

(5)

0 ≤ tOSB,ch1 ≤ ttr (6)

0 ≤ tOSB,ch2 ≤ tnight (7)

SoCOSB,final = SoCOSB,initial

+
1

COSB
[−(n− 1)(POSB,dis)(tOBB,ch1)

+ (n− 1)(POSB,ch1)(tOBB,ch1)]

(8)

in which POSB,ch1, tOSB,ch1 and POSB,ch2, tOSB,ch2 are the
charging power and charging time for daytime charging and
overnight charging of OSB.

III. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

The reliability of an S2SC system is measured by the
probability of recharging the onboard batteries with a suffi-
cient amount of energy such that the vessel can operate as
planned without any delay or interruption. In the following,
a framework for evaluating operation-based reliability of the
S2SC system is presented.

From the reliability point of view, the system hierarchy
is, from bottom to top, made up of 1) parts, i.e., IGBTs
and capacitors, 2) components, such as power converters and
battery packs, 3) sub-systems, GI, and OSB and 4) the whole
S2SC system. The flowchart illustrating this methodology is
shown in Fig. 4. The input variables shown in this flowchart,
including the system configuration and operational parameters,
were described in the previous section. In the following, the
other stages of this flowchart will be explained.

Fig. 4. The operation-based reliability assessment of the S2SC system.

A. Variables

The variables considered in this framework are
operational and system configuration parameters.
Let O := (POBB,ch1, tOBB,ch1, POBB,ch1, tOBB,ch2,
POSB,ch1, tOSB,ch1, POSB,ch2, tOSB,ch2) denote
the operational parameters. Further, let D :=
(NGI , POSB,unit, NGI,unit, NOSB , COSB , COBB , SoCmin)
denote the system configuration parameters. In this stage, a
range of feasible space is prepared for being assessed by the
reliability analysis. In the end, if all the variables are not
covered, a new set of variables is chosen for the next iteration.
Notably, developing an optimization strategy for finding the
optimal set of variables is out of the scope of this paper.
However, the presented framework is readily compatible with
an optimization problem.

B. Part

To estimate the constant failure during the useful lifetime
for the reliability-critical parts of the S2SC system, the FIDES
approach is chosen. This approach is selected due to its credi-
bility in applying physics-of-failure-based estimation methods
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and suitability for considering the annual mission profile [19].
The failure rate can be calculated as follows:

λ = ΠPMΠProcessλPhy (9)

in which ΠPM accounts for the effect of the quality and
technical control over manufacturing. Further, ΠProcess rep-
resents the impact of the processes from specification to field
operation and maintenance. To comply with FIDES failure
rate estimation, the annual mission profile must be divided
into a sequence of phases. Then, the physical contribution
to the failure rate, λPhy, is calculated in each of those
phases regarding the thermal, mechanical, and other relevant
failure mechanisms associated with the element. The physical
contribution to the failure rate can generally be obtained as
follows:

λPhy =
Phases∑

i

tannual,i
8760

Πiλi (10)

Πi = (ΠPlacementΠAppΠRugg)
0.511 ln(Csensitivity) (11)

λi =
∑
k

λ0kΠk (12)

in which tannual,i is the duration of the ith phase per
year. Further, Πi denotes the induced electrical, mechanical
and thermal overstress factors for each phase which can be
calculated based on the instructions in [19]. The failure rate
for each phase is called λi and is calculated by summing up
the component-specific base failure rates, λ0k, multiplied by
their correspondent acceleration factors, Πk. Such acceleration
factors and base failure rates are dependent on the design
aspects, case types, temperature, humidity, and mechanical
stress during each phase. Note that the dormant phases are also
considered in this method. In order to obtain the temperature
profile required to calculate these acceleration factors, the
electrothermal models of the parts, as described in [13], are
used. The detailed failure rate models can be found in [19].

C. Sub-system

While the failure rates of the parts are calculated by the
FIDES approach, the failure rates of components are directly
obtained by using the series reliability block diagram approach
[28]. Then, for each sub-system, the Markov chain is drawn
as a set of components connected in series. As a result, the
probability of various operation states with their capacity is
calculated [13].

Given that the sub-systems are made up of several parallel
units, any unit failure can lead to a reduced power capacity of
the sub-system. The reduced capacity of sub-system x, x ∈
{GI,OSB}, with Nx units in parallel, when k out of Nx units
are still operating normally, is calculated a :

Capx(k) = kPx,unit k = 0, 1, 2, ..., Nx (13)

where Px,unit is the nominal power capacity of one unit in the
sub-system x. Ultimately, the probability-capacity table of the

sub-systems is calculated. Moreover, Rx is defined as a set
containing the probability, Prx(k), and capacity, Capx(k), of
the sub-system x.

D. System

Thus far, the capacity table of the whole system is obtained
as {Prsys, Capsys}. To evaluate the system reliability, LOLE,
which is a conventional index designated for the power system,
can be used.

LOLE = 365
m∑
i=1

Prsys(i)T (i) (14)

where m indicates the number of capacity states of the whole
system. Furthermore, T (i) is determined based on the load
duration curve and indicates the time duration during which
the demanded load is Capsys(i) [28]. However, these indices
might not be the best benchmarking factors for assessing the
reliability of the studied S2SC systems since the derivation
of the load duration curve can be complex. The challenges
are especially caused by the low utilization ratio of S2SC
systems combined with marginal flexibility of the charging
loads and the energy balance requirements of the batteries.
Additionally, the de-rated operation cannot be measured by
the conventional power system reliability indices. To interpret
the calculated system reliability capacity probability tables
into their impacts on the S2SC performance and the ship
transits, application-specific reliability indices are preferred.
Such reliability indices are defined in [7]. The first index is
the Loss of Charging Expected (LOCE) which indicates the
expected number of failed charging breaks per year and is
defined as follows:

LOCE =
365∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Pr(f) (15)

where Pr(f) represents the probability of the final failure of
the whole system. The other S2SC-specific reliability index
is Derated Charging Expected (DCE) which estimated the
number of derated charging breaks per year and is calculated
by the following expression.

DCE =

365∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Pr(d) (16)

where Pr(d) represents the probability of the derated charging
occurrence. Note that the yearly mission profile of the ship is
taken into account to obtain such indices. To calculate Pr(f)
and Pr(d), a dynamic failure threshold approach is taken into
account. In reliability studies, constructing a failure threshold
is necessary in order to categorize the operation states into
different classes: normal, derated and the final failure [28].
For S2SC systems, since the loads are OBBs, a reduction in
transmitted charging energy can cause the final SoC of OBB
to fall below its nominal value. Nevertheless, given the safety
boundary defined for the OBB SoC, in case of a derated S2SC,
the vessel can continue transiting as long as the OBB SoC
is within the allowable range. Consequently, higher overnight
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OBB charging power is required to top up the relatively deeply
discharged batteries for the next day [7]. That being said, a
dynamic failure threshold is needed to sufficiently capture the
performance of the S2SC system. Here, the dynamic failure
threshold approach is illustrated via algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Calculation of S2SC-specific reliability indices
by the dynamic failure threshold.
Input: RGI ,ROSB ,O and D.
Output: LOCE and DCE.

Initialisation : Pr(f) = 0 and Pr(d) = 0.
1: for u = 1 to NGI do
2: for v = 1 to NOSB do
3: P ∗

G = min(CapGI(u), PG).
4: P ∗

OSB,dis = min(CapOSB(v), POSB,dis).
5: P ∗

OSB,ch1 = min(CapOSB(v), CapGI(u), POSB,ch1)
6: P ∗

OSB,ch2 = min(CapOSB(v), CapGI(u), POSB,ch2)
7: Compute SoC∗

OBB,final by (4).
8: Compute SoC∗

OSB,final by (8).
9: if (SoC∗

OBB,final < SoCmin) or
(SoC∗

OSB,final < SoCmin) then
10: Pr(f) = Pr(f) + PrGI(u).P rOSB(v)
11: else if (SoC∗

OBB,final < SoCOBB,final) or
(SoC∗

OSB,final < SoCOBB,final) then
12: Pr(d) = Pr(d) + PrGI(u).P rOSB(v)
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: Compute LOCE by (15).
17: Compute DCE by (16).
18: return LOCE and DCE.

In this algorithm, the threshold operating parameters, such
as P ∗

G, are calculated based on the failure-driven reduced
capacity of the sub-systems and actual operation parameters
extracted from O. Such thresholds substitute the actual values
in the 4 and 6, to obtain SoC∗

OSB,final and SoC∗
OBB,final.

If at least one of these SoC values is lower than the safety
limit, SoCmin, the vessel operation is failed. Furthermore, if
at least one of the final SoC values is lower than their nominal
values, yet higher than the safety limit, the S2SC operation is
defined as derated. Otherwise, the S2SC operation attributed
to the applied number of failed units is defined as normal.

Note that, the operation modes, i.e., normal, derated, and
failed, are dependant on RGI , ROSB , and O. The obtained
failure thresholds are depicted for two different sets of oper-
ational variables in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). It is obvious that by
posing different operating scenarios, the definition of derated
and failed states can be altered.

IV. BATTERY LIFETIME ESTIMATION

To model the battery lifetime, an experimentally-verified
aging model is used. This model considers the calendar and
cycling factors for capturing the capacity fade effect of NMC
Li-ion battery cells [26]. To calculate the lifetime of the battery
cells, it takes into account the cell temperature, cell voltage,
cycle depth, and SoC range. The aging model is defined by
the following expressions [26]:

Fig. 5. An example showing that the failure consequences determined by
the dynamic failure threshold might be different for each set of operational
parameters (O).

C = 1− αcal.t
0.75 − αcyc.

√
Q (17)

αcal = (7.543V − 23.75).106e
−6976

T (18)

αcyc =7.348.10−3.(Vavg − 3.667)2 + 7.6.10−4

+ 4.081.10−3∆DoD
(19)

where C denotes the ratio of actual capacity to its initial value
and is less than one. When C is reduced to 0.8, the battery
has reached its end of life. Further, v, T , Vavg , ∆DoD and
Q are the storage cell voltage in V , cell temperature in K,
the averaged cell voltage in V , the depth of discharge and the
charge throughput in A.h. Moreover, t denotes the number of
days.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the case study is first described. Then, using
the FIDES approach, the failure rates of the critical parts are
estimated and compared to the ones calculated by the MIL-
HDBK-217F models. Then, the system-level reliability using
the method introduced in section III is applied. Furthermore,
a selected range of OSB power profile scenarios is formulated
by means of two ratios and tested in terms of reliability. In
the end, the SoC energy profile scenarios are tested with
regard to the onshore battery lifetime. Accordingly, a few
suggestions for OSB power and energy profile planning are
given. It is worth mentioning that in order to simplify the
analysis, only a certain range of feasible scenarios based on the
practical constraints are chosen for the case study. However,
the framework is compatible with utilization for evaluating a
vast range of scenarios and alternatives from the reliability
point of view.

A. Failure rates and reliability indices for the case study

In addition to the operational characteristics of the case
study as shown in Table I, the operational parameters used in
equations (1)-(8) are listed in Table II. The IGBT module con-
sidered for the dc-dc and ac-dc converters is FF1500R17IP5P
[29]. More detailed design parameters of power electronics
converters can be found in [13].
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TABLE II
THE OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
POSB,dis 2MW

POBB,ch1, tOBB,ch1 4 MW, 25 min
POBB,ch2, tOBB,ch2 0.4 MW, 196 min
POSB,ch1, tOSB,ch1 0.4 MW, 2 h
POSB,ch2, tOSB,ch2 0.1 MW, 8 h

As described in section III, the operational profile must
be categorized into different phases to calculate the failure
rates. Regarding the operational profile depicted in Fig. 3, the
following phases can be defined. 1) transit, 2) docking, 3)
OBB overnight charging and 4) OSB overnight charging. Sub-
sequently, the thermal profile is derived according to the power
and duration of such phases by means of the electrothermal
models. Note that to calculate the failure rate of the battery
packs, based on the FIDES approach, two types of failure rates
are calculated: 1) the cell-based constant failure rate which is
estimated based on the equation (9), and 2) wear-out failure
rate which is dependent on the lifetime of the battery [23].
The detailed values for part failure rates are extracted from
[19].

The calculated failure rates for the parts are listed in table
III. Further, the failure rates of the parts and components are
shown in Fig. 6.

TABLE III
CALCULATED FAILURE RATES OF THE PARTS.

Part name FIDES failure rate
(in FIT)

MIL-HDBK-127
failure rate (in FIT)

Batteries
Battery cells 26 (4110)a 200

dc-dc converter
IGBT 255 979
Diode 121 123

dc-bus capacitor 59 210
Battery-side capacitor 48 199

ac-dc converter
IGBT 139 812
Diode 47 89

dc-bus capacitor 58 351
aIt refers to the wear-out term which is estimated for the battery pack.

As is obvious from table III, the FIDES reliability ap-
proach estimates the failures more optimistically since it takes
into account the operation profile rather than the worst-case
operation point to calculate the failure rates. In this case,
the worst-case operating point occurs only approximately 2.5
hours per day, during the regular opportunity charging of the
ferry. Therefore, the FIDES-based failure rates are significantly
lower than those calculated based on the assumption that the
system always performs on the worst-case operating point.
Similar results regarding the comparison between these two
reliability handbooks are observed in [17].

It can be concluded from Fig. 6 (a) that the IGBTs have
the highest failure rates in both power converters. In the
component-level comparison, it can be observed from Fig.
6 (b) that the battery packs are much more prone to failure

Fig. 6. The estimated failure rates based on the FIDES handbook for (a) the
parts and (b) the components.

compared to the dc-dc and ac-dc converters. To calculate the
failure rate of the capacitors by FIDES, the main factors are
the ratio of the applied voltage to the rated voltage as well
as the thermal cycling [19]. In fact, the higher the number of
parallel capacitors, complying with the required capacitance,
the less thermal stress is posed on each capacitor. However,
by increasing the number of parallel capacitors, the equivalent
failure rate increases. Furthermore, the capacitors are chosen
such that their voltage stress factor is less than 0.5, thereby
minimizing their failure rate.

In the next stage, applying the reliability assessment method
depicted in Fig. 4, the reliability indices are calculated and
listed in Table IV. The obtained results are compared with the
indices calculated by the reliability framework presented in
[13]. Notably, to compare the results, the modified case study
in this work is applied to the design framework in [13].

TABLE IV
THE CALCULATED RELIABILITY INDICES.

Index LOLE LOCE DCE
This framework 0.32 d/ya 1.46 CB/yb 31.93 CB/y

Framework in [13] 0.41 d/y 2.80 CB/y 16.49 CB/y
aCharging Breaks per year.
bdays per year.

As it is shown in Table IV, according to the operation-
based framework, it is expected that the S2SC system fails
to supply the demanded charging load for 0.32 days per
year. Furthermore, 1.46 and 31.93 charging breaks per year
are stopped and derated, respectively, due to failures. In
comparison, the reliability framework in [13] which is based
on MIL-HDBK-217F models estimates 0.41 days of lost load
in a year and it predicts that 2.80 and 16.49 charging breaks per
year are stopped and derated. It can be seen that the operation-
based reliability assessment proposed in this paper, estimates
the lost and failed S2SC more optimistically than that obtained
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by the design-based framework due to the utilization of the
FIDES approach. Moreover, it can be seen that the estimation
of derated S2SC is higher in the operation-based framework. It
is a consequence of using the dynamic failure threshold, which
considers the OSB and OBB energy balances to investigate
the derated operation states. Therefore, more derated states
are identified in the operation-based framework compared to
the design framework in [13].

Another aspect that can be compared to the other framework
is the computational effort. The computer programs have
been run in MATLAB on a personal computer with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-8665U CPU @ 1.9 GHz and 16 GB memory.
Time elapsed for one iteration, with one set of operational pa-
rameters, is 1.36 seconds. While the elapsed time for running
the design framework in [13] is 1.09 seconds. Hence, it can
be concluded that conducting the operation-based framework
does not impose any big limitations on practical use.

B. Impact of OSB scheduling on the reliability

In this section, the effect of operational planning in terms
of OSB scheduling on the reliability indices is investigated.
The selected operational parameters include the load-sharing
between the grid and OSB during the OBB charging intervals,
the recharging interval of the OSB between the trips, and
the overnight charging of the OSB. To derive the feasible
operational scenario space, for being tested by the framework,
the following remarks and assumptions are considered.

1) This analysis is carried out for the same sizing of the
S2SC system and route schedule of the vessel. It also
means that the requested charging energy and power by
the ship is assumed to be constant.

2) The load-sharing ratio between the OSB and grid is
considered to remain constant for all the vessel charging
intervals.

3) The power drawn from the grid to recharge the OSB,
POSB−dis, is not higher than that to charge the OBB
charging, PG.

4) The OSB recharging time is calculated as
min(ttr,

POSB−distOBB−ch1

POSB−ch1
). It means that the OSB

recharging interval cannot be longer than the time
between two transits. In order to validate the feasibility
of a set of power set-points for OSB, the final SoC of
the OSB after the last OBB charging interval is checked
to not be lower than the SoC minimum limit.

To quantify the OSB scheduling scenarios considering the
aforementioned constraints and conditions, two ratios are
defined as follows:

1) PG

POBB−ch1
: It is called Grid Power Ratio (GPR) which

accounts for the load sharing between the grid and OSB.
2) POSB−ch1

PG
: It refers to the ratio of the recharging power

of the OSB between the trips over the grid power for
the OBB charging.

Here, these ratios are called OSB scheduling ratios. To show
the impact of such operational parameters, three examples
with different OSB scheduling ratios are chosen and their
associated LOCE and DCE indices are calculated. The results
are presented in Table V.

TABLE V
THREE EXAMPLES OF OSB SCHEDULING

Parameter PG
POBB−ch1

POSB−ch1

PG
POSB,dis POSB,ch1 LOCE DCE

Scenario 1 0.54 0.4 1.84MW 0.86MW 1.46 30.93
Scenario 2 0.75 0.05 1MW 0.15MW 1.46 36.79
Scenario 3 0.84 0.25 0.64MW 0.84MW 1.52 32.32

As it can be seen from comparing the reliability indices
for the three examples, the expected number of the charging
breaks being lost due to failures is the highest for scenario 3,
although the difference between the calculated LOCE values
is insignificant. Furthermore, the expected derated charging
intervals are largest for scenario 2 in which 25% of the OBB
charging power is supplied by the OSB, and OSB is charged
by 150 kW between the trips.

By applying the operation-based reliability framework for
a certain range of the OSB scheduling ratios, the trends for
LOCE and DCE are drawn in Fig. 7. The defined scenario
examples in Table V are also shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen
in Fig. 7 (a), the sensitivity of the LOCE to the y-axis is mostly
higher than that to the x-axis, for the applied range of OSB
scheduling ratios. It is because of the fact that the grid power
ratio determines the DoD of the OSB for charging the OBB.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 7 (a), the change of the LOCE
is insignificant for a grid power ratio less than 0.8. However,
for 0.8 < PG

POBB−ch1
< 0.9 the LOCE decreases by increasing

OSB discharging power.
Regarding the expected derated charging breaks, as shown

in Fig. 7 (b), it can be seen that the trend of DCE shows its
minimum in the vicinity of PG

POBB−ch1
= 0.65 and POSB−ch1

PG
=

0.45. This can be explained by the transition from higher OSB
power and shorter time under operation to lower OSB power
and longer time under operation, which occurs by decreasing
the grid power ratio. For instance, it is obvious from Fig. 7
(b) that the lowest DCE, which is 31.41 CB per year, occurs
for 0.52 < PG

POBB−ch1
< 0.78 and POSB−ch1

PG
= 0.5.

Moreover, based on the DCE trend, the very high and very
low grid power ratios result in more derated charging breaks
expected due the high loading of the GI and OSB units,
respectively. For example, as seen for scenario 2, increasing
the recharging power ratio from 0.05 to 0.15 results in the
number of expected de-rated charging breaks being reduced
by more than 5 CB/year. Thus, incorporating such trends into
the planning tools can result in a significant improvement in
the system’s reliability performance.

Next, the impact of the overnight charging power for the
OSB on reliability is investigated. To this end, by applying

PG

POBB−ch1
= 0.5 and POSB−ch1

PG
= 0.25, the reliability indices

with regards to the overnight charging power are shown in
Fig. 8.

According to Fig. 8 (a), it can be concluded that the
increase in the OSB night charging power can slightly improve
reliability. As it is obvious from Fig. 8 (b), the increase of
OSB night charging power by four times, from 100 kW to
400 kW can decrease the DCE by approximately 7 CB/yr.
However, the change of LOCE and DCE per one charging
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Fig. 7. The (a) LOCE and (b) DCE obtained for the different OSB scheduling scenarios.

Fig. 8. The (a) LOCE, and (b) DCE for OSB night charging.

power step decreases as the charging power increases. It is
worth mentioning that the same trend for the reliability indices
in terms of the night charging power is observed for the other
OSB scheduling ratios. It can be explained by the fact that by
increasing the overnight slow charging power, the reduction of
the overnight charging duration can lead to higher reliability.

Notably, if MIL-HDBK-217F reliability models are used,
the predicted reliability would be constant for most of the
aforementioned operational parameter ranges. It is because the
worst-case operating points are kept similar, although their
duration might alter.

C. Impact of OSB scheduling on the battery lifetime

In addition to the charging and discharging power set-points,
the energy profile or SoC profile of the batteries are determined
in the operation planning phase. However, the FIDES battery
reliability model does not directly take into account the SoC

profile. Therefore, the battery lifetime prediction model is
used as a complementary approach to assess the SoC profile
candidates. To formulate the SoC profiles being swept for
the lifetime analysis, the OSB scheduling ratios, initial SoC
value, and battery capacity are considered. To carry out the
analysis in a more simplified way, only three initial SoC
values, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, and two battery capacity values,
2MWh and 3MWh, are chosen. The aforementioned scenarios
are numbered in Table VI, and their associated SoC profiles
are drawn in Fig. 9.

TABLE VI
THE SCENARIOS NUMBERS WITH DIFFERENT OSB SCHEDULING RATIOS,

BATTERY CAPACITIES, AND INITIAL SOC VALUES

SoCOSB−initial 0.9 0.8 0.7
COSB 2MWh 3MWh 2MWh 3MWh 2MWh 3MWh

Scenario 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
Scenario 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6
Scenario 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6

As can be seen in Fig. 9, the scenarios with different battery
capacities and initial SoC values can lead to different SoC
profiles. Notably, scenario 2.5 would not be feasible since its
final value violates the SoC minimum limit.

Note that such an aging model is used to benchmark the
operational scenarios. Moreover, the predicted lifetime results
are highly dependent on the experimental measurements on a
specific battery cell used in [26]. Using this model, the battery
lifetime regarding the 18 scenarios introduced in Table VI is
estimated and listed in Table VII.

TABLE VII
THE ESTIMATED NUMBER OF DAYS IN OPERATION FOR THE BATTERY IN

THE OSB FOR THE DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

SoCOSB−initial 0.9 0.8 0.7
COSB 2MWh 3MWh 2MWh 3MWh 2MWh 3MWh

Scenario 1 513 957 597 1172 663 1367
Scenario 2 787 1458 870 1710 - 1917
Scenario 3 1852 2633 2388 3401 2967 4256
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Fig. 9. The SoC profile of the (a) scenario group 1, (b) scenario group 2, and (c) scenario group 3.

It can be concluded from the results in Table VII that an
increase in the capacity of the batteries in the OSB can sig-
nificantly improve the lifetime of the battery. For example, by
comparing scenarios 2.1 and 2.2 with 22% DoD of the OSB,
it can be seen that the lifetime is approximately doubled by
increasing the battery capacity by 50%. Moreover, considering
scenarios 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6, it is obvious that for the lower
initial SoC values the estimated lifetime is longer. It is because
the SoC profiles with the SoC cycle range in the vicinity of
the 50-60% SoC result in longer battery lifetime compared
to cycling around very high or low SoC values [26]. Thus,
for a grid power ratio of 0.75, the lifetime of the battery
can be extended by approximately 2.5 times by adjusting the
SoC cycling range and increasing the battery size by 50%.
Further, regarding scenarios 3.1 and 3.5, it can be concluded
that modifying the initial SoC value from 90% to 70% can
lead to a 60% extension in the battery lifetime.

To better illustrate the impact of influencing factors on the
battery lifetime, the predicted lifetime in terms of the number
of days in operation for a certain range of OSB scheduling
ratios is drawn in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The selected scenario
examples are also shown in these figures.

Considering the lifetime trend shown in Fig. 10 and Fig.
11, it can be concluded that among the studied influence
factors the recharging power of the OSB has the least impact
on the lifetime. However, it is obvious that for higher OSB
discharging power shorter lifetime is expected. Additionally,
larger battery capacity and lower initial SoC value – provided
that it shifts the average cycling SoC closer to the middle of the
SoC profile – lead to an extended lifetime. Thus, these results
can help to design and plan for the battery sizing considering
the other operational influence factors.

CONCLUSION

In this work, a framework for operation-based reliability

assessment of S2SC systems by using the FIDES method was
proposed. To determine the consequences of the component
failure on the S2SC functionality, a dynamic failure threshold
was introduced. The presented approach can be utilized for
finding the most suitable operation scenarios from a reliability
point of view. Additionally, the battery lifetime model, as a
complementary approach to reliability, has been employed to
benchmark the SoC profile characteristics of the batteries in
the OSB sub-system.

The results showed that the estimated failure rates obtained
by FIDES are more optimistic than those calculated by MIL-
HDBK-217F reliability models, thanks to the capability of
FIDES for taking into account the mission profile and physics
of failure mechanisms. A set of modified reliability indices
are calculated for a certain range of the load-sharing ratio
between the OSB and the grid, the OSB recharging power,
and the overnight OSB recharging power. On this basis,
relevant recommendations on how operational planning can
result in reliability improvement can be obtained. For instance,
it was shown that an increase in overnight charging power
can improve reliability. In the end, it was concluded that for
a specific OSB power profile, a lower initial SoC value–while
the cycling average value of the SoC is closer to 50%–can
result in an extended battery lifetime.

The presented framework could be used to establish a
mixed integer nonlinear programming optimization problem to
identify the optimal OSB dispatching for certain load demands
and design space. Additionally, this model is compatible with
the ship profile to realize a reliability-aware charging and
transit profile allocation for plug-in battery-electric marine
vessels.
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